BILSTEIN B4 OE Replacement gas pressure shocks and struts are designed to be the economical choice for maintaining the original equipment ride characteristics, while incorporating Bilstein’s world-famous durability and precise construction.

Models Include:
- B4
- B4 (Air Suspension)
- B4 (DampMatic®)
- B4 (DampTronic®)
- B4 (ACD)
- B4 (Steering)

BILSTEIN B12 kits provide a lower stance and more stable ride for better road handling and control. Kit includes four dampers and four springs, specially tuned and matched to each passenger car application.

Models Include:
- B12 (Pro-Kit)
- B12 (Sportline)

BILSTEIN B6 gas pressure shocks and struts are designed to mount in the stock location on a range of passenger cars. This superior design increases performance and handling while maintaining an exceptional street ride.

Models Include:
- B6 (HD)
- B6 (C)
- B6 (DampTronic®)
- B6 (Steering)

BILSTEIN B8 gas pressure shocks and struts are designed for passenger cars using shorter static length springs (Lowered). The performance-minded driver will experience absolute mastery of the road.

Models Include:
- B8 (SP)
- B8 (DampTronic®)

BILSTEIN B12 kits offer a precise 30mm - 50mm range of adjustable lowered ride height and improved handling for passenger cars. It includes four performance-level dampers and four progressive rate springs.

Models Include:
- B12 (Pro-Kit)
- B12 (Sportline)
BILSTEIN 4600 Series gas pressure shocks and struts are specifically designed to mount in the stock location of factory height light trucks, vans, SUVs, and Jeeps. An instant upgrade.

Models Include:
- 4600
- 4600 (Auxiliary)
- 4600 (Sport)
- 4600 (Comfort)
- 4600 (Steering)

BILSTEIN Clubsport® features technology derived from Bilstein’s race winning MDS double adjustable system and is the ultimate coilover suspension solution for both on-road and racing applications.

BILSTEIN Clubsport®

BILSTEIN 5100 Series gas pressure shocks and struts are designed to increase performance on lifted light trucks, vans, SUVs, and Jeeps. Ideal for heavy hauling or occasional off road use.

Models Include:
- 5100
- 5100 (Ride Height Adjustable)
- 5100 (Steering)
- 5100 (Auxiliary)
- 5100 (BTS)

BILSTEIN 5100 Series gas pressure shocks are a direct-fit remote reservoir application. The exceptional design expands oil capacity for enhanced cooling and increased performance both on and off road. Designed for lifted light trucks, vans, SUVs, and Jeeps.

Models Include:
- 5160

BILSTEIN’s latest BTS System featuring the 60mm shock design—a direct descendant of our legendary off-road racing technology—brings the performance proven in Baja to the streets.

BILSTEIN 60mm BTS System

BILSTEIN B16 ride-height and dampening adjustable kits are designed to lower the vehicle 30mm - 50mm while increasing performance for passenger cars. Kit includes four adjustable dampers and four progressive rate springs.

Models Include:
- B16 (PSS9)
- B16 (PSS10)
- B16 (ridecontrol)
- B16 (DampTronic®)
- B16 (iRC)

BILSTEIN B16 ride-height and dampening adjustable kits are designed to lower the vehicle 30mm - 50mm while increasing performance for passenger cars. Kit includes four adjustable dampers and four progressive rate springs.

Models Include:
- B16 (PSS9)
- B16 (PSS10)
- B16 (ridecontrol)
- B16 (DampTronic®)
- B16 (iRC)
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